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COMPARATIVE TESTS OF .:E'ISTON-DRILL BITS
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CO~ARATlVE

TESTS OF PISTON-DRILL BITS
By

Professor C. R. Forbes and L. M. Cummings

The purpose of this invest·igatioTI is to compare the
relative cutting speeds and eff"iciency of some of the a:iffferent types of rock drill bits used

i1'-

the piston machine.

including the reguls.T emoss bitt the low cente:r cross bit,

a so-called "flat" cross bit, the "Z" bit of the ao'O.theast

Missouri type, and the Joplin "Bull" bit.
Equipment Used

All tests were made with a 0-110 Ingersoll-Rand piston
drill. mounted on column and arm as shown in the accompanying
photograph.
The drilling was done in large blocks of red granite
from southeB.st :Miss auri.

This grani te is of very uniform

texture J is excee dingly hard, and lends i tse1! adt'li:rably to
the work of bit testin.g.
A Sullivan WB-2 straight-line ail' oompressor of 290 cu.
ft. per min. capaoity furnished air for the drill.

An air

receiver of 25 cu. ft. oapacity was placed in the air line
close to the machine.

This receiver was drained at regular

intervals, as it was found that a slight reduotion in its
volume would cause a large variation in air pressure.
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The drill steel used was lift cruciform and 1" ootagon
"Jessop" drill steel, costing l4t oents a pound,

6

better

grade of steel than is commonly used in mining operations.

The bits, except for one test where they were forged
by harld, wexe made and sharpened on a Leyner-Ingersoll

sharpener.

J.il

Flat cross bits were made by filing the regular

bit to the required shape.

Dollies were made for forgiLg

these flat bits, but it was found dif£icult to form them on
the sharpensI' as it required the poundiT,g down of too much
metal in the center to bring out the flat edges.
\ Sources of Error and Preoautions Taken
In all tests the constant aim and endeavor was to have
the drill bit the obly variable.

Obviously many sources of

error enter in to affect the results, some of which are as
follows:
Variation in air pressure
Variation in temper of bits
Variation in gauge of bits
Variation in steel
Operation of machine

Length of stroke
Lubrioation
Botation-Binding in hole

Amount of water
Personal equation of operator

Variation in hardness of rook
Depth and direction of holes
~e

following precautions were taken to reduoe these

variables and make the tests as nearly uniform as possible:
Air Pressure
In order to insure a constant air pressure both steam
and intake governors

o~

the compressor were set at certain

points and the compressor run at a uniform speed.

A "pop-off n

valve was placed on the air line between the receiver and
machine. and all tests were begun when the pressure was jnst
suf£icient to start the blow off.

A large pressure gauge was

located within a few feet of the operator and the pressure
recorded at the beginning and end of runs.

A fall of two or

three pounds usually occurred during the first half minute of
a run, after which the pressure would remain oonstant.

The

tests shown at 85 pounds pressure would probably average about
82

01'

83 pounds, but as all were made under approximately the

same conditions the oomparison should not be

a~fected.

Temper of Bits
!his source of error is'probably the greatest of all and
the moat difficult to guard against.

At first the ordinary draw

tempering was used; but as the variation in light made the
judging of the colors moat di£fioult, it was found almost impossible to temper uni£ormly by this means.

Several methods

were suggested and tried but the one adopted and used for
practically all the bits tested was aa follows:

A graphite cruoible oontaining a small amount of salt
(EaOl) was plaoed on the forge and the salt melted.

The

melting point of salt ia about 800 degrees 0, which is slightly above the critical temperature of the steel used.

The

steel to be tempered was placed on end in the crucible, the
molten salt covering the bit to a depth of about an inch and
a half.

The steel was left in the salt until on removing.

the salt no longer clung to it; in other words, until the
steel had reached the temperature at which salt melts.

The

salt itself of course got considerable hotter than its melting
point, but by watching the steel carefully it was possible
to remove it almost immediately after it had attained the
proper temperature.
The steel was plunged direotly into a buoket of freshly
drawn water.

The temper obtained in this manner is believed to

be as nearly uniform as it would be possible to get with any
method without the use o£ much more elaborate apparatus.

The

bits were hard and tough and stood up remarkably well as will
be noted by reference to the plates.

It was not unoommon to

drill from 12 to 15 feet with one piece of steel, which in rook
of this hardness is moat remarkable and indioates that the bits

were well tempered.
Gauge of Bits
All comparisons were made as nearly as possible between bits
of the same gauges.

A slight variation is bound to ·oecur in

this as· two bits o£ apparently exactly the same gauge at the
start may vary an eight of an inch or more by the time they have

drilled one hole.

It will be noted in the plates showing

the results of tests that the gauges of bits have been

re~

oorded at the end of each run, and that these gauges must be
taken into conSideration in judging the relative merits of
di£ferent bits.
Variation in Steel
To

guard against variation in the steel itself, most of

the tests were made by reaharpening the same piece of steel.
Consequently the curves on each plate represent tests on the
same pieces of steel

sha~pened

with different shaped bits.

Operation of Machine
Errors from this souroe are of course inevitable.

Great

care, however, was taken to run the machine as uniformly as
possible.

!ha length of stroke found to be most satisfaotory

and with which the machine ran most smoothly was about

t full

stroke. and an endeavor was made to keep this constant.
bricating valve was used to insure proper lubrication.

A luSome

trouble was experienoed with the piston sticking in the cylinder,
but when this ocourred it was noted with the results.

Likewise

where any trouble occurred with the rotation from the steel
binding in the hole. it was noted and allowanoes made if necessary in reaording the data.

All holes were drilled wet and a

squirt-gun was used continuously while drilling to supply a
plentiful amount of water.

The personal equation of the oper-

ator is one of the inevitable sources of error but in the long
run should make little difference in comparisons.
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Hardness of Rook
It is believed that this granite varies but little in
hardness and that the error from this source is slight.

In

one test when exoessive speeds were obtained it was found that
the holes were following a minute slip.

On moving the madhine

over and starting a new row of holes, usual speeds were again

obtained.

Some differenoe was noted also in changing from one

rook to another, but as practioally all the tests at eaoh pressure were in the same rook this should not affeot the results.
Depth and Direotion
All holes were about the same depth, four to four and a
half feet, and all parallel sloping down about twelve degrees.

As comparisons were made between two "starters ff t two "seoonds",
and two "thirds", the same piece of steel being reaharpened,
the depth at whioh drilling was done in the two tests was practically uniform.
Manner of Oonducting Tests and Measurements Taken
One set of steel consisting of two ·starters" about 27
inches long, a "second" 44 inches long, and a "third R 60 inohes
long. was used at a time.

~e

type of bit used on each length

was ohanged with each test-, thus acoounting for any variation in
the quality of the steel.

Eaoh

~iece

of steel was numbered

order to keep track of its total performance.
made with a

at-

in

·starters" were

gauge, -seconds" with a 2 ft • and "thirds- with a

lift gauge.

In beginning a test with a new bit, air was turned on to

the machine gradually and 2 or :3 inches d.rilled before turning
on full air.

This precaution is necessary because the hard

blow from full air pressure on a new bit would probably break
off a corner or two.

Moat of the time runs were of only one minute duration.
The run was started by throwing the throttle wide open as quiok-

ly as possible and ended just as abruptly.

A stop watch placed

close to the operator enabled him to time this operation accurately.
The data recorded is self explanatory as is shown on the
accompanying sample sheet.

The aetual results of tests are

not included herein, as the plates show them in a more compact
and useful form.
Method of Plotting Results
Plates 1 to 10 show graphically the results of tests and
plates 11 and 12 show the numerical averages.

Points were

plotted using the speed in inches per minute for the vertical
ordinate and total distance drilled in inches for the horizonordinate.

At least two runs and usually three or four were

taken with each steel in eaah hole.

The vertioal saale is high-

ly exaggerated which accounts for the apparent great variation
in speed in the same hole.

Lines are drawn connecting the

various points as plotted, merely for the purpose of clearness
and not to indioate possible drilling speeds between points.
The vertical lines divide the different holes; for instance,
the flat "second" on plate 1 was used in 6 holes drilling a
total of 103 inches, the gauge at the start being 2 inches and

at the finish 1.55 inches.

Points were plotted at the middle

of a run; thus, if a time run of one minute extended from 70
to 73 inches, the rate would be 3 inches a minute and it would
be plotted at 71.5 for the horizontal ordinate.

The titles on the plates explain clearly the conditions
of each test: the air pressure, number of steel. kinds of
bits, etc.
The explanatory pages accompanying the plates show the
average of results. and also point out reasons for any variationa.
Comparison of the Flat and Regular Bits from Results
Shown on Plates 1 to 5
The original purpose of this work was to compare the
regular crOBS bit with a so-called "flat" bit, made by
flattening out the edges of the regular bit into the shape
shown in the figure.

The accompanying photographs show the
kinds of bits used
in the tests.

Most of the flat
ShQ~e

Dr

r/ Bits
Q /

bits were made by filing the regular cross
bit to the shape as
shown.

Forged bits

would undoubtedly do
somewhat better work,

but owing to a lack of

proper dollies fo? forging, the bits were made by filing.
Earlier results seemed to indicate that the llat bit possessed.
several advantages over the regular in that it appeared to
cut faster, had greater endurance. lost gauge less rapidly,
and, when used in rook of varying hardness, showed less ten-

dency to run out of line.
on bits of

Ii

Most of the earlier tests were made

inch gauge or less. and one very remarkable re-

sult was obtained with a bit that drilled 22 feet in granite
at an average rate of nearly four inches a minute t leaving
the bit at the end of the run in an apparently good drilling
condition, except that it had worn down from 1 5/8 inch gauge
to practically the size of the steel, 1 inch octagon.

The

results as shown herein were obtained from more careful work
and bear out only in part the earlier predictions.
Bot taking into oonsideration the results from starters
as so many conditions enter in to make these results unreliable, a study of the curves on plates 1 to 5 and the summary
of results on plate 11 permit the following deductions to be
drawn:
Comparing the two seconds, the regular bit seems to cut
slightly faster t 3 inches per minute as compared to 2.93
inches for the flat.

If the results on plate 2 are discarded,

which were for a regular bit filed low

~

the center. the

average would be exactly the same as for the flat bit, 2.93
inches and gauge

1.~2

inohes.

If the results on plate 5, which appear to be oonsidera-

bly higher than the average, are

disa~dedt

the flat thirds

average 3.6 inches ller minute as compared to 3.2·3 for the

regular.

The slight difference in gauge would diminish this

apparent difference somewhat, as the average gauge of the regular bits was 1.53 inches as compared to 1.50 for the flat.
However. from these results and from previous ones, it is evident that a flattened bit will cut at least as fast as the
regular sharp edged bit.

Comparing the average cutting speeds

of the first two holes with the average of the entire run, we
see that this holds true from the very start and does not take
place as the bits wear dull.

The flat thirds averaged 3.7

inches for the first two holes as compared to 3.31 inches for
the regular bits and the speed of the two seconds is practically the same.
The reason for making a bit of the flat shape in the
beginning was because of the observation that that the regular
bit became flattened on the edges with corners rounded and center high after being used in one or two holes.

It was thought,

therefore t that by putting more metal at the outside the corners would hold up better. and suoh was found to be the oase.
It was especially noticeable that the centers did not wear
high in the better flat bits and the rounded corners were much
sharper than with the regular bit.
The results shown herein do not justify any extravagant
claims for the flat shaped bit.

If it could be forged as

easily as the sharp bit we believe that it would be more de-

Sirable. at least for granite; but on account of the difficul-

ties in making. the advantage gained ,is not su£ficient to
warrant any extra trouble.in forging.
It is interesting, however, to note that a flat bit com-

pares at all favorably with a sharp one.

The theory of

chipping or penetration as applied to drilling rock appears
not to hold, at least under the conditions in this work.
Screen analyses of cuttings were made in order to find the
difference in coarseness with different

bit~.

The results,

however, were not satisfactory as so many conditions entered
to influence the fineness of cuttings, such as depth of hole,
amount of water, etc., that no conclusions could be drawn
from this work, although it appeared that there was very little
difference in cuttings made by a sharp or dull bit.
Another interesting feature of these results and probably
the most valuable one from a practical standpoint, is the remarkable endurance shown by both regular and flat bits.

This

is illustrated on plate 2 where a regular starter was used in
9 holes, and drilled a total distanoe of 123 inches at an
average speed of 2.7 inches per minute; on plate 3 where a
regular bit

dril~.ed

157 inches at an average speed of 2.8

inches per minute; on plate 4 where a wflat n third drilled
148 inches at 3.9 inches per minute.

The tests on most of the

steels were discontinned without running them to their limit,
and in most oases it would have been possible to drill at
least ten feet with every steel. except with the starters.
Under nsual mining conditions in rock as hard as this granite,
steels would not be used more than twice and in most eases
not more than once.

It would seem that economy could be

attained by using the steel longer as the difference in cutting
speed between the sharp and dull bits is almost negligible,

while the slight advantage gained by using sharp steel is
more than offset by the increased expense of sharpening the
steel and transporting it to and from the working face.

It

is not meant that miners should be made to use dull steeli

or poor steel, but it is believed that one set of properly
tempered steel could be used efficiently in at least five
holes in rock similar to this granite and that no greater
drilling speed would be obtained by using a new set of steel
in each hole.

It is true in this connection, that the loss

of gauge must be taken into consideration, and if the size of
hole obtained at the end of, say five runs, was too amall to
hold a sufficient amount of powder, the use of the steel must
be diseontinued earlier.

It may be noticed that the loss of gauge in drilling the
first hole is usually about

t inch and is as much as the total

10sa in drilling the four succeeding holes.
inoh bit, for example. would be reduced to
drilling one hole, but it would lose only
ing four more holes.

t

That is, a two

Ii

inches after

inch more in drill-

If then it was desired to use steels five

times where they are now used but once, it would be necessary
to inorease all gauges

t

inch after which the size of holes

obtained would be practically the same as before.
Summary
Summing up the comparison of flat and regular cross bits.
we may make the following deductions for their use with piston
drills in granite:

(1)

A flat bit with outting edges about 3/32 of an

inch wide will cut as fast from the beginning
as the regular sharp edged cross bit, proving
conclusively that the so-called "chipping"
action that is supposed to take place in rock
drilling is practically negligible.

It is dif-

ficult to conceive of a flat surface breaking
away rock in

a~y

manner except by impact or

crushing, and the fact that a new sharp flat
bit cuts as fast as the new regular sharp edged
bit is quite conclusive proof that little or
no chipping takes place under the condition of
these experiments.
(2)

The flat bit is more difficult to forge in the
sharpener than the regular bit, but by hand
if proper dollies are provided, it may be

forged just as easily.

The low eenter cross

bit, Bome tests of which are shown herein, seems
to be quite similar to the flat bitt and it is
thought that the advantage of the low center bit
is due to its wearing down to practically the
shape of the flat bit, and that instead of forging a flat bit, it might be just as well to forge
a low center bit, which is more easily made.
(3)

The relative speed of flat bits as compared to
regulars is greater with the smaller gauges.
Earlier tests were made with bits 1 5/8 inches
in diameter in which the flat bit in nearly

every instance outdrilled the regular. often as
much as 25 percent.

It may be that the proper

flat has not been used in the larger gauges.
and further experiments might give better results.
Comparison of Regular, Z and Bull Bits from Results as
shown on Plates 6 to 10
It will be noted that these tests were all run at seventy
pounds pressure instead of eighty-five.

The reason for this

was that with eighty-five pounds pressure the steels sharpened
with "Z" and "bull" bits bent very badly, making it impossible
to test them.

This bending was much greater with the "bull"

than with the nzn bit, but in order to make oomparisons it was
necessary to reduce the pressure on all runs.

If it had been

possible to form these bits on larger steel this trouble could
have been avoided, but the only dies available were for 1"
octagon steel.
Summary
The tests herein shown are not sufficient in number
to
.
warrant any strong conclusions about the relative merits of the
different bits.

From the averages shown on plate 12 and from

a study of the ourves the following deduction.s may be made:
(1)

The low center cross bit is superior in cutting speed
and endurance to the regular cross bit.

(2)

The nz" bit cuts faster than any of the other bits
under the oonditions in these tests.

This is

especially true of the first two holes t which under
usual conditions in rock of this hardness would be

all that would be drilled with one set of steel.
(3)

The "bull" bit has the one advantage of losing gauge
less rapidly than the

other8~

but its outting speed

is much less; furthermore, it is hard on the machine
and oauses trouble with bending steel even at this
low pressure.

These disadvantages more than offset

the advantage mentioned.
Conclusions from all Testa
For piston drills in granite the flat long-winged bits,
tests o£ which are shown on plates 3 and 4, and Z bits seem
to give the most oonsistent results.

The Z bit drills espec-

ially fast at the start but loses gauge very rapidly.

On plate 4 are shown the results obtained from a broken
third flat bit with three wings gone, When a speed of 5! inches
a minute was obtained.

The loss of gauge was quite rapid,

15/100 of an inch in about 7 inches of drilling.

It was noted

in several testa that a broken bit in every instance drilled
considerable faster than an unbroken bit, but the loss of gauge
was exceedingly rapid and the distance that could be drilled
with a bit o£ this kind was very small.
On test shown on plate 10 was made with a starter that
had one cutting edge advanced. the other being flat and serving
as a reaming tool only.

This bit is known as the Simmons bit

and has been used extensively in the West.

This test indioated

possibilities £or this kind of bit, and it would warrant further
investigation.

This result would be in accordance with those

obtained £rom the broken bits.
An attempt was made to determine the relation between
cutting speed and diameter of bits.

No satisfactory conclu-

sion, however, could be drawn in this regard, because of the
different gauges were used on different lengths of steels, thus

intxoducing a variable factor of

considerabl~

importance.

Judg-

ing from the averages on starters, seconds and thirds, the

cutting speed would appear to vary not as the square of the
diameters of bits, but between the square of diameters and the
diameters.

Further tests are necessary to verify this state-

ment.
The increase in pressure from 70 to 85 pounds apparently
caused a greater change in drilling speed than would be expected.

Comparing regular bits only. we see that the speed

of seconds is increased from about 2.1 inches per minute at
70 pounds to 3.0 inches at 85 pounds pressure, and of the thirds
from 2.6 to 3.37 inches, an increase o£ from 30 to 50%, while
the pressure was increased only about

l~.

This would at least

indicate that the higher pressure is more economical and efficient when drilling rock of this hardness.
In conclusion we would emphasize once more the chief pOints
of interest shwwn by these tests:

(1)

The fact that a flat bit will cut as fast if not
faster than a regular sharp edged bit under the
conditions of these experiments.

The curve on

p1ate 4 of a test on a flat "third" shows a most
consistent and remarkable performance.

This bit

was of the long winged type, was forged by hand and·

not filed. and represents the possibilities of
this type of bit.
(2)

The remarkable dUl'ability of properly tempered bits
of the regular, flat and Z bit types as shown by
several of the curves.

As before stated a distance

of 22 feet was drilled in former experiments with one
bit without resharpening and at an average speed of
nearly 4 inches per minute.

A nUL"1ber of the curves

show runs of from 130 to 180 inches and in only a
few cases were the bits run to their limit.

Whether

or not it would be practical to take advantage of
this in mining is a question. but it at least shows
the possibility of using long feed screws and longer
changes of steel. provided the difference in gauges
is made sufficiently large.
(3)

The conclusions herein mentioned apply only to the
use of piston drills in granite.

The cutting action

of hammer drill bits may be considerably different
and the use of other rock might give different results.

PLATE 1

SECONDS
Flat Bit
Wore high in center, rounded corners, bit a trifle too soft.
Test not quite satisfactory.
First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
2.9
1.75

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.1
1.64

Regular Bit
Bit in good condition at end of run
First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
2.5
1.83

Total Average
Speed
Gange
2.7
1.74

THIRDS
Regular Bit
Bit well tempered; held up unusually well.
First Two Holes
Gauge
3.5
1.49

Speed

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.7
1.4

Flat Bit

Bit in excellent condition at end of run.
First Ifwo Holes
Speed
Gauge
3.3

1.61

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.3

STARTERS

Regular Bit No.1
Unusually good.

Av. speed 2.6; gauge 1.90.

Flat Bit No. IV.
Wore high at center. Not satisfaotory.
Av. speed 2.6; gauge 1.85.
Regular Bit Io. IV.
Roughly treated in collaring hole.

Flat Bit No.1.
In good shape at end of run.

1.55

PLATE 2

STARTERS
Regular Bit
Roughly treated in collaring holes.
Average speed first two holes
Total average

3.8
3.5

Flat Bit
Roughly treated. Piston ring broken. In fair shape at
end of run.
Average speed first two holes
2.6
Total average
2.5
SECONDS
Regular Bit (Low center)
Steel binding a little at 14 inches. Not working properly
at 62 (binding in cylinder) Bit dead at end of run.
:B'irst Two Roles
Speed
Gauge
2.8

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.2
1.66

1.'1'1

Flat Bit (Hand forged. long winged)

Low pressure at 100.
Speed

3.4

Bit in good condition at end o£ run.

Gauge

1.89

Speed
2.8

Gauge
1.79

THIRDS
:nat Bit·
At 38 to 57 machine not lOrking properly; binding in
cylinder. Bit wore high in center.

First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
3.7
1.55

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.6
1.48

Regular :Bit
Low pressure 57 to '4 (down to 80#)
First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
3.3
1.66

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.0
. 1.6
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PLATE 3

STARTERS

Regular Bit
Pressure low from 40 to 50; side rods loose at 55. Bit dead.
at end of run.
:First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
3.7

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
2.7
1.83

2.02

nat Bit
Tempered a little soft. Wore high in center.
Not a satis£aotory test.

at 42.

First Two Roles
Speed
Gange
2.3
1.9'7

Out of line

Total Average
Speed
Gange
2.3
1.94

SECONDS
Begular Bit

(Rand forgeo t long winged)

Low pressure 24 to 35.

Sticking at 151.

J'irst !wo Holes

nat Bit

Speed

Gauge

3.7

1.86

Bit dead at end.

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.1
1.69

(Rand :forged. long winged)

Low pressure at 100.
:First Two Roles
Speed
Gauge
3.4
1.89

Bit in good condition at end of run.
fotal ATerage
Speed
Gauge
2.8
1.79
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PLATE 4

STARTERS
Regular Bit
Mavhine out of line at 35.

Low pressure 35 to 42.

Flat Bit
out of line at 23.

Steel bent.

Fine looking bit.

THIRDS
Flat Bit

(Hand forged, long winged)

One corner slightly chipped at start.
First Two Holes
. Speed
Gauge
3.8
1.56
Regular Bit

Good looking bit.

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.9
1.45

(Hand forged, long winged)

Low pressure 57 to 74.
First Two Roles
Speed
3.3

Gauge
1.66

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.0
1.59

BROKEN THIRDS
Flat

(Drilled 76 inches)
One wing gone at 41. two at 60.

Flat

Speed 3.7.

(Drilled 12 inches)
Three wings gone.

Verl fast bit.

Speed 5.5.
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:PLATE 5
SECO:tJDS

Regular Bit
First Two Holes
Speed
3.0

Gauge
1.85

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.0
1.75

Flat Bit
A little so~t. Wore high in center. Last two holes
in second granite block indicating this rock softex.
First Two Holes
Speed
2.7

Gauge
1.83

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
2.9
1.74

THIRDS
Flat Bit
At 21 £ar out on £eed screw. Bit flattened too much,
perhaps a little soft. Bit dead at end of run.
Fi:rst Two Holes

Total Average

Speed
4.0

Speed

Gauge
1.61

3.6

Gauge

1.52

Regular Bit
In second granite bl••k after 31 inches. Little out
of line 48 to 56. Exceptionally fast bit.
First
Speed
4.6

Two

Holes
Gauge
1.54

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
4.5
1.47

STARTERS

Flat Bit
First hole in second granite block.
Regular Bit

70f

pressure. last four holes.

Low pressure 21 to 25.
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PLATE 6

Bull Bit
Bent slightly at 13, 25, 41, 50, 89 and 105.
li'irst Two Holes

Speed
2.7

Gauge
1.95

Total Average
Gauge
2.1
1.82

Speed

Z Bit
At 63 steel slightly bent near bit.
Bit sticking at 138 and 141.
In good condition at end of run.

First Two Holes

Speed
3.2

Gauge
1.80

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
3.1
1.65
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PLATE 7

THIRDS

Pressure 85i for first 11 inches then reduced to 70#.

First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
4.4
1.67

Total Average
Speed
5.5

Gauge
1.56

Regular Bit (Low center).
At 63,68. 87 and 111, too far out on feed screw.
At 150 and 153 steel bent and bit binding.

First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
3.4
1.62

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
5.4
1.41
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PLATE 8
STARTERS

Regular Bits
Average Speed - First Two Holes 2.0
Total Average 2.0 and 2.1
SECONDS
Regular Bit (Dotted line)
First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
2.2

Regualr :Bit

1.86

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
2.2
1.82

(Full line)

Length of stroke varies - Short stroke seemed to be faster.
Pressure high 38 to 50; low at 58.
First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
2.0

1.9

Total. Average
Speed
Gauge
2.2
1.73

THIRDS
Regular Bit

(Full line)

'First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
2.5
1.62
Regular Bit

Total Average
Gauge

Speed

2.6

1.58

(Dotted line)

Length of stroke varied.
Pressure high 39 to 66; low at 102.
First Two Holes
Speed
Gange
2.'1
1.60

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
11.0
1.44

PLATE 9
STARTERS

Regular Bits
Holes drilled with these bits were along a fracture which
accounts for abnormally high speeds of 2.7 to 3.1 inches.

SECONDS
Regula:r Bit
All holas down to
Average speed fro
Average for other
From point 134 to

80 were along fracture.
these holes 2.1 to 2.8.
runs except the last four 2.3 incnes.
end, bit sticking.

Z Bit

From 60 to 80 piston rings apparently too tight.
Bit sticking at 98 to 106.
At 106 one wing slightly broken.
To this point total average speed is 2.6.
Steel bent at 147.
First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
2.6
1.83

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
2.8
1.66
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:PLATE 10
STARTERS

Regular Bit

(One cutting edge only)

Average speed first two holes 3.1;

At point 34 piston rings too tight.
On last run steel binding and bent.

Regular Eit

total 2.5.

(Dotted line)

Average speed at start 2.3; total average 2.0.
Broken piston ring replaced at 26.
THIRDS

Z Bit
Side edges somewhat broken in drilling first hole.
At point 83 maohine too far out on feed sorew.
At point 88 set-up was mad.e away from fracture in rook
which may have affected speed in preceding holes.
Bit sticking at 148; nearly dead at 160.

First Two Holes
Speed

Gauge

4.2

Regular Bit

Total Average

Speed
3.6

Gauge
1.43

(Low oenter)

At point 34 low center nearly gone.
From 83 to 110 bit not running freely and piston rings
too tight.
Steel stioking fxom 126 to 136; bit dead at end of run.
First Two Holes
Speed
Gauge
3.0

2.8

Total Average
Speed
Gauge
2.8
1.43

